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STAR TURN
WHEN A NEW MARRIAGE MEANS UNITING POSSESSIONS IN A
SEATTLE CONDO, A DESIGNER CREATES A HAPPILY EVER AFTER.
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Designer Michelle Dirkse
shopped her clients’ possessions
for the narrow foyer of their
Seattle condo, combining their
existing artwork, papier-mâché
chandelier and carpet runner
with a new clean-lined console
and light, both from RH, and
a mirror from Room & Board.

A

t first, it seemed like a Herculean task
for designer Michelle Dirkse. Her clients,
a husband and wife, had furnished their
Seattle condo with pieces from their
previous marriages and asked her to
envision a new look using the majority of what they already
owned. “They wanted a lot of changes, but when we started,
they didn’t want to part with many items,” she says. “They
had really special, beautiful antiques and art pieces.” The
trouble was, those pieces weren’t harmonizing.
Dirkse, working with her colleague Kat Puma, helped the
couple identify the furniture, art and lighting that was truly
special—the so-called star items. Then, they set aside the
rest so the designers could plan an environment that would
play a supporting role to those rediscovered furnishings
and accessories. Two of the couple’s non-negotiable items
were a pair of distressed French armchairs upholstered with
a vibrant rooster motif. “What are we going to do with these
chairs?” Dirkse remembers contemplating. “How do we
make them feel intentional?” To properly celebrate them, the
designers took an approach they would repeat throughout
the apartment—pairing existing pieces with subtly elegant
modern furnishings. In this instance, they positioned the
chairs around a reflective black Saarinen-style table, all
resting on a monochromatic rug. “It helps to tell the story
of contrast,” Dirkse says of the vignette that resides in
the dining area. “The table is a classic, beautiful piece,
but it’s not the star. It fades into the background so the
chairs become a standout.” She completed the space by
replacing a traditional sideboard with a more streamlined
version, and, along with dramatic new sconces, they form a
clear backdrop for a painting from the owners’ collection—
another “star” in the home.
With the clients’ shared appetite for fine art, Dirkse had
an ample inventory to work with as she set her sights on
the rest of the condo. Surprisingly, she found the living room
inspiration rolled up in a basket: Three stunning antique
Chinese scrolls featuring figures wearing elaborate garments
in shades of emerald green, crimson and gold. At first, “the
homeowners said we didn’t need to use them,” Dirkse says,
but she persuaded them to reconsider. Now, the scrolls
appear to float within three huge frames over the sofa. “The
owners always liked them,” says Dirkse, “but they love how
they look in the living room with the sofa now.”
Another pleasing surprise: The scrolls provided the perfect
complement to the couple’s must-stay Chinese altar table.
From there, Dirkse used clean lines as a counterpoint to the
antiques’ ornate details. She replaced a dated chair with a
black leather wingback, and then—after fruitless searching—
she came up with her own design for a modern couch to
anchor the framed scrolls and make their colors pop. The
sofa is upholstered in deep, blue-green mohair with leather

trim—“It just felt like what we needed to create a layered,
luxurious look,” she explains—while a pair of hair-on-hide
ottomans under the altar table add more texture to the mix.
With an intimate condo, it was also important for Dirkse
to consider scale. To complete the living room without
overwhelming it, the designer chose petite but sumptuous
accent tables. Conversely, her clients’ papier-mâché
chandelier was too small for the dining table in the kitchen
area, so Dirkse hung it in the entry, where it gets its due
as a sculptural focus in the vestibule. And to visually open
up the spaces and provide a cohesive flow, the designers
opted for a unified color palette. The master bedroom’s
accent wall—visible from the living room—is papered in bluegreen grass cloth that responds to the sofa, and the leather
headboard references the swivel chair just around the corner.
Throughout, the designers used warm gray tones on the
walls as a neutral backdrop. “We wanted the textures, the
art and the sculptural furniture to stand out,” Dirkse says.
To round out the spaces, Dirkse commissioned Kevin
Loso of Acorn Custom Cabinetry to build floating shelves
and drawers to fit into an existing living-room niche. “Some
of the things we’re so proud of are the things you barely
notice,” the designer says of the unit, whose drawers
cleverly hide the couple’s printer, file folders and mail. It’s
those small-but-significant details, she says, that guided
her design. “A lot of careful planning and thought went
into selecting items that would elevate our clients’ existing
pieces,” Dirkse explains. The couple also acquired new,
modern art to position over the altar table and an arresting
image by a National Geographic photographer to hang
over their bed—all of which the designers heartily approved.
“This couple is so in love with each other,” says the designer,
“and they were really invested in the residence.”

“WE WANTED
THE TEXTURES,
THE ART AND
THE SCULPTURAL
FURNITURE TO
STAND OUT.”
–MICHELLE DIRKSE
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A custom wool-and-silk rug by
Thibault Van Renne anchors the
living room, which includes a custom
sofa Dirkse swathed in Fox Linton
mohair and Dualoy Leather trim from
Trammell-Gagné. Playing off the
sofa’s richness are organic elements
like the Jayson Home cube table
and RH hair-on-hide ottomans, as
well as modern ones, such as the
Vitra lounge chair, Minotti coffee
table from Inform Interiors and the
floor lamp from Design Within Reach.
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The antique Louis XVI-style
armchairs with a roostersmotif fabric set the stage
for the informal dining area.
Counterbalancing the antique
flair is a Saarinen table
from Room & Board and a
Camerich buffet; underfoot
is a carpet from Driscoll
Robbins Fine Carpets. RH
sconces flank one of the
clients’ existing artworks.

Below, left: In the kitchen,
Dirkse combined a modern
chair from Inform Interiors
with her clients’ existing rustic
dining table, continuing her
mingling of periods and styles.
Below, right: A Flos pendant
from Inform Interiors hangs in
the living room, while whimsical
figural sculptures peek out
from custom built-ins fabricated
by Acorn Custom Cabinets
and installed by GW Wilson.
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Above: Dirkse set out to echo the feel of the rest of the home in the master suite, mixing
thoughtful furnishings with art, such as a chest of drawers paired with a sculpture and painting.
Opposite: Kravet wallpaper from Lee Jofa provides a textural backdrop to the RH leather
headboard in the master suite; the bed linens and shagreen side table are also from RH. At Kelly
Forslund, Dirkse found a Casamance fabric for the shams and a Zoffany material for the pillows.
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